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Don’t look at it several times higher, in fact, each person is only a few
thousand dollars a year. So, when Bald gave a promise of thirty thousand
dollars, everyone was very excited. As a result, the pirates began to make
preparations overnight, and they all dispatched tomorrow morning to encircle
and suppress the freighter of Yisu Shipping. … That night, there was a loud
voice in Badr’s base. On the coastline, a large number of pirates are
conducting all-round overhaul of their speedboats. When the time came to
four o’clock in the morning, most of the pirates had gone to sleep, and only a
few guards were left watching and standing guard on the high towers around
the base. Since their base camp has never been attacked, this group of
people has no sense of crisis. The soldiers smoked cigarettes and chatted in
twos and threes, just waiting to change shifts and go back to rest after dawn.
However, they didn’t know that in the dark sea, many heavily armed frogmen,
holding silent electric thrusters, quietly approached the coastline. These
frogmen are the soldiers of the Wanlong Palace. The leader of the team is the
second in command of the Wanlong Palace, Chen. For Chen, asking him to
assassinate an inconspicuous pirate leader really felt like killing a chicken with
a sledgehammer. However, thinking that this is extremely important to the
Wanlongdian armed escort business, Chen did not dare to feel any
dissatisfaction in his heart. Therefore, he personally led the soldiers to sneak
into Badr’s base from the sea, just to give Badr a beautiful beheading
operation. Under the cover of the sound of the waves and the darkness,
eleven soldiers from the Wanlong Palace landed from an uninhabited beach
very smoothly. Immediately, with their extremely keen figures, they quickly
penetrated into Badr’s base. Chen divided his ten soldiers into two. Five of
them followed him to find Badr, while the remaining five lurked on the shore,
looking for opportunities to install bombs on the speedboats of these pirates.
In accordance with Abbas’s request, they must quietly install
remote-controlled bombs on all speedboats under Badr, and detonate these
bombs after they kill Badr. Blowing up these speedboats will not only allow
Chen and his men to retreat easily, but will also deal a huge blow to Badr’s
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armed forces. In this way, no matter who picked up a ready opportunity and
became the new leader, it would take a long time to reorganize his fleet.
Pirates rely on two different tools for their livelihoods, one is a boat and the
other is a gun. If there is no ship, even if there is a gun, it will be useless. This
will not only allow the next leader to be jealous of the Wanlong Palace, but it
will also be able to slay the chickens and monkeys, so that the entire pirate
organization in the Gulf of Aden will know the fate of the Wanlong Palace. At
this time, Badr was ly*ing deep asl*ep between the two young girls. In this
place, he was the emperor of the earth, and he lived an extremely extravagant
life. While he was asleep, he suddenly heard someone scream in his ear.
Immediately afterwards, his hair was pulled forcefully, pulling him up from the
bed. Badr opened his eyes subconsciously and found that he was being
pulled by a strange yellow man by his hair. He was so frightened that he
wanted to shout, but the other party immediately violently stuffed two women’s
und*erw*ar into his mouth and told him to send it out. There is no sound. The
man who caught him was Chen , one of the two existing kings of the Wanlong
Palace. He looked at Badr with a frightened face, smiled slightly, and said:
“Badr, I represent the Wanlong Temple, hello to you!” Having said that, with a
little effort with one hand, he twisted Badr’s neck one hundred and eighty
degrees! Badr only felt a sharp pain in his neck, and instantly saw the head of
the bed behind him. On the bed, the two beauties who spent the night
together are still asleep. Immediately afterwards, he felt that his eyes went
dark, and the whole person instantly lost all consciousness!
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